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Abstract  In the chapter a company involved in the production of aluminum window and door handles was presented. The main customers of 

the company are primarily companies which produce PCV joinery and wholesalers supplying these companies. One chosen product from the 

research company - a single-arm pin-lift window handle - was described and its production process depicted technologically.  

The chapter also includes SWOT analysis conducted in the research company and the value stream of the single-arm pin-lift window handle. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The company which was used as a research facility 

manufactures aluminum door and window handles. 

The main customers of the company are companies 

which produce PCV joinery and wholesalers supplying 

these companies. The main export markets are: Aus-

tria, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Lithuania, Latvia, 

Hungary, Belarus and Estonia. 

The window handles, which are made of alumi-

num, have very good utilization properties: are re-

sistant and have a high aesthetic value. The technolo-

gy, which is used during production process of the 

window handles with use of this material, depends on 

coats the company wants to get on the window han-

dles. The die casting allows one to obtain a varnishing 

coat (handles white, brown) and anodized coats (ef-

fects of silver, gold, dark gold). Pressure die casting is 

a competitive technology, the disadvantage being the 

inability of anodized coats (varnish only). However, 

the costs of production of aluminum handles with this 

technology are much smaller, because it is used as a 

handle for PVC windows, which mainly require the 

fitting of white or brown ferrules. 

The main products produced by the research com-

pany are: window handles available in aluminum and 

plastic (color white and bronze), aluminum window 

handles (color bright and dark silver and gold), alumi-

num window handles with a lock (color white and 

bronze) and aluminum door handles (color white and 

bronze). 

 

2. Characteristics of the research  

product 
 

The object of the research presented in this chapter 

is a single-arm pin-lift window handle. It is designed 

for hardware mechanisms of swing, tilt-swing, and tilt 

ferrules, which are mounted in the windows and bal-

cony doors made of wood, aluminum and plastics. In 

Figure 1 basic elements of the single-arm pin-lift win-

dow handle are presented. Figure 1 shows that, the 
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single-arm pin-lift window handle consists of tang 

(element 1), arbor (element 2), masking frame – cover 

(element 3) and shield (element 4), fixing sleeve (ele-

ment 5) and screw (element 6). 

 

 
Fig. 1. Basic elements of the single-arm pin-lift window 

handle. 

Source: own study based on materials from the research company 

 

The elements of the single-arm pin-lift window 

handle consists of tang are made of aluminium or zinc, 

and their surface is powder varnished. Steel arbors of 

the handles are covered with a galvanic zinc coat.  

 

3. The production process  

of the research product 
 

Production process of the single-arm pin-lift win-

dow handle depicted technologically is presented in 

Figure 2. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Production process of the single-arm pin-lift window 

handle depicted technologically. 

Source: own study 

 

Characteristics of the route points (BORKOWSKI S., 

ULEWICZ R. 2008, BURCHART-KOROL D., FURMAN J. 

2007, DURLIK I.1998, INGALDI M., JAGUSIAK-KOCIK 

M., SYGUT P. 2013): 

1. Storage of the aluminium. 2. Transport of the alu-

minium to furnace. 3. Melting of the aluminium in the 

crucible. 4. Transport liquid aluminium to grout the 

sleeve of the casting machine. 5. Shaping of the handle 

in a pressure machine by injection of aluminium into 

the mould. 6. Separation of the gating system and the 

handle cast 7. Quality control of the alloys and dimen-

sion. 8. Transport of the handle to the first barrelling in 

the vibration machine. 9. Barrelling of the handle to 

remove the riser head. 10. Transport of the handle to 

grindery. 11. Grinding of the handle in order to give 

proper shape. 12. Quality control of the handle after 

grinding. 13. Transport of the handle to the first barrel-

ling in the vibration machine. 14. Barrelling of the 

handle before applying a  coat of varnish. 15. Trans-

port of the handle to heating tunnel. 16. Heat treatment 

removing water and impurities. 17. Transport of the 

handle to powder paint. 18. Quality control. 19. Trans-

port of the handle to powder cabin. 20. Application of 

powder paint on the handle. 21. Transport of the han-

dle to holding furnace. 22. Holding of the handle in 

order to finish the varnish coat. 23. Quality control of 

the handle after varnishing. 24. Transport of the handle 

to storage. 25. Storage of the semi-products. 26. 

Transport of the handle to assembly hall. 27. Assembly 

of the storage. 28. Final quality control. 29. Transport 

of the handle to a place of storing final products. 30. 

Storage of the final products. 

 

4. SWOT analysis for the research  

company 
 

The SWOT method (GIERSZEWSKA G., 

ROMANOWSKA M. 1997; INGALDI M., JAGUSIAK-

KOCIK M. 2013; JAGUSIAK M., ULEWICZ R., ŚWIDER 

A. 2009) is a tool used for internal analysis and its 

business environment in order to optimise manage-

ment strategy of the company or creation of the new 

strategic plan. An organization, project or investment 

as well as any event in the field of business can be 

analysed. The main goal of the SWOT analysis is to 

determine the current position of the research object 

and its prospects, and with the best strategy for work-

ing. Its name comes from the first letters of each con-

sidered group of elements: strengths – everything that 

is an asset, predominance, advantage of the analysed 

object, weaknesses – everything that is a weakness, 
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barrier, defect of the analysed object, opportunities – 

everything that makes a favourable opportunity, 

chance, change for the research object, threats – every-

thing that causes a risk of unfavourable changes for the 

research object. 

SWOT analysis for the research company is pre-

sented in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. SWOT analysis for the research company 

Strengths (S) Point Weaknesses (W) Point 

1. New machinery 7 
1. Lack of competitive 

advantage 
6 

2. Good location of 
the company 

7 
2. Small number of 

representatives 
6 

3. Brand recognition 7 

3. High unit cost 7 

4. Just in time 8 

5. High quality of the 

product 
8 

6. Experience man-

agement team 
7 

∑ 44 ∑ 19 

Opportunities (O) Point Threats (T) Point 

1. The emergence of 
the new groups of 

customers 

8 
1. Possibility of 

emergence of the 

new competitors 

8 

2. Possibility of the 

extending of as-
sortment 

8 
2. Increase in trans-

port cost 
7 

3. Improvement of the 

management team 
10 

3. Risk of losing 

customers 
6 

4. Openness to EU 

markets 
9 

4.  Change of needs 
and tastes of custom-

ers 

6 

∑ 35 ∑ 27 

Source: own study 

 

In Figure 3 graphic interpretation of the SWOT 

analysis and current strategic position of the research 

company is presented. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Graphic interpretation of the SWOT analysis for the 

research company. 

Source: own study 

From Figure 3 the results suggest that the company 

is in the maxi-maxi position. This position means the 

strengths of the research company dominated its 

weaknesses and the opportunities dominated threats. 

This is a strong development expansion strategy, to 

enter new markets, invest and continue to build com-

petitive advantage. The maxi-maxi position means a 

privileged position in the market. The strategy the 

company should work towards is maintaining this po-

sition. The SWOT strategy maxi-maxi position is an 

aggressive strategy. 

 

5. Presentation of the value stream of 

the single-arm pin-lift window handle 
 

The value stream (CZERSKA J. 2009; ROTHER M., 

SHOOK J. 2009; WOMACK J. P., JONES D.T. 2008) is  

a set of all actions (those that add 

and which do not add value in the process), which are 

required for a particular product or service. 

In Figure 4 the value stream of the single-arm pin-

lift window handle is presented. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Value stream of the single-arm pin-lift window han-

dle. 

Source: own study 

 

Production process of the single-arm pin-lift win-

dow handle can be divided into 2 separate value 

streams, which are presented in Figure 5: value stream 
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of output and processing of the iron ore, value stream 

of manufacturing of the handle. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Connection of 2 value streams during production of 

the single-arm pin-lift window handle. 

Source: own study. 

 

6. Summary 

 

The company, implementing Lean Manufacturing 

objectives and identifying the value streams, has be-

come more competitive in the markets in many coun-

tries, where there are exported manufactured goods. 

Limitation of the wastes has resulted in lower produc-

tion costs, faster development of products and the sim-

ultaneous increase in customer satisfaction through 

faster delivery of goods ordered. 

The use of the SWOT analysis allowed the identi-

fication of the strategic position of the research com-

pany in the market. It was concluded that the strengths 

of the research company overrided its weaknesses and 

the opportunities overrided its threats.  

With large production capabilities and after joining 

the EU market, the company should try to obtain the 

best position in this market. 

Through research and innovation capabilities, the 

company is able to deliver products using the latest 

technology, and thus meet the needs of the most de-

manding customers, leading to the strengthening of the 

brand. 
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